
July 2022 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the July 2022 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have a nice spread of books on flora and fauna this month. On mammals, Natural History Publication Borneo has just released
The Hairy Rhinoceros: History, Ecology and Some Lessons for Management of the Last Asian Megafauna. Birds are represented by A Pocket Guide to Birds of Galápagos,
due in November from Princeton University, and the second edition of Shrikes of the World, due in December from Helm. For herpetologists, we have stock of
Captive Habitats: Building, Furnishing and Maintaining Naturalistic Vivariums and Enclosures, just published by Edition Chimaira. Entomologists will be interested in a new
AIDGAP Guide from the Field Studies Council that is due this month: Adult Caddis (Trichoptera) of Britain and Ireland: A Practical Guide. And for botanists, we have the
second edition of Ancient Oaks in the English Landscape, due in October from the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

On the subject of wildlife conservation, we have a notable new book by Morten Jørgensen, Polar Bears: Beloved & Betrayed, that takes a hard-nosed look at the universal
failing of polar bear conservation efforts. On the topic of other environmental issues, Columbia University Press has announced
Greenhouse Planet: How Rising CO2 Changes Plants and Life as We Know It for November. Furthermore, we have two paperback rereleases:
Hot Air: The Inside Story of the Battle Against Climate Change Denial, due in August from Atlantic Books, and
Thicker Than Water: The Quest for Solutions to the Plastic Crisis, due in October from Island Press.

Readers interested in environmental history can look for two paperback reissues. First is Jungle: How Tropical Forests Shaped World History, which is due this month from
Penguin Books. Second is The Nutmeg's Curse: Parables for a Planet in Crisis, which is coming in October from Hodder & Stoughton. Then there are two excellent
palaeontology books in the pipeline. Princeton University Press will publish The Princeton Field Guide to Mesozoic Sea Reptiles in October, which is the third such guide
by Gregory S. Paul after dinosaurs and pterosaurs, and Columbia University Press has announced the paperback of
Locked in Time: Animal Behavior Unearthed in 50 Extraordinary Fossils for September.

A final trio of books covers diverse subjects. We have stock of The National Park Guide: Europe: South and Southwestern Europe, the Alps and Macaronesia, which is a
new wildlife guide from Original Wild Nature in Denmark and will be the first of several such guides. The Bodley Head has announced David Quammen's next book,
Breathless: The Scientific Race to Defeat a Deadly Virus, for October, which will see him tackle the COVID-19 pandemic. Lastly, Bloomsbury Sigma will release the
paperback version of The Brilliant Abyss: True Tales of Exploring the Deep Sea, Discovering Hidden Life and Selling the Seabed in August.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Common Micro-Moths of Berkshire
A Guide to Identification of Some Common Micro-Moths
Nick Asher(Author), Mark Calway(Introduction By)
An extensively illustrated guide to the identification of some of the common micro-moths found
in Berkshire (south-east England). Whilst Common Micro-Moths of Berkshire is based on
information from Berkshire, most of the species covered are common...

256 pages | 950+ colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Berkshire Moth Group Publishing

Paperback #257863 2022 9780992698119 £14.99

Soil Invertebrates
Kaleidoscope of Adaptations
Nico M van Straalen(Author)
Soil Invertebrates: Kaleidoscope of Adaptations places the biodiversity of soil invertebrates in
an evolutionary framework, showing the various adaptations to the soil environment. Species
radiations are discussed for each of the terrestrializations...

400 pages | 350 b/w illustrations | Apple Academic Press

Hardback #224850 Dec-2022 9781482231236 £88.99

Magyarország Sesiidae Atlasza / Atlas of the Sesiidae of Hungary: Distribution,
Bionomy, Identification
Imre Fazekas(Author)
This book is a considerably revised edition of Sesiidae Fauna of Hungary by the same author,
in 2017, which is now out of print.The new Atlas of the Sesiidae of Hungary contains
comprehensive information on all Hungarian species of this Lepidoptera...

151 pages | 46 colour photos, 200 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, b/w
distribution maps | Pannon Intezet

Paperback #257488 2022 9786158199315 £49.99

Hawk Moths of Jamaica
Thomas W Turner(Author), Vaughan A Turland(Author), Leonard Wright(Photographer)
Jamaica was initially one of a few locations in the New World where early collections of hawk
moths were made by visiting naturalists including Sir Hans Sloane, Philip Gosse, and natural
history illustrator Luke Robins. From this material several...

148 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | FriesensPress

Paperback #257495 2022 9781039146082 £46.99
Hardback #257494 2022 9781039146099 £59.99

The Molluscs of Gulf of Mannar, India and Adjacent Waters
A Fully Illustrated Guide
JK Patterson Edward(Author), R Ravinesh(Author), A Biju Kumar(Author), Henk
Dekkar(Editor), P Graham Oliver(Editor)
The first comprehensive guide to the molluscs of the Gulf of Mannar provides a detailed
pictorial portrayal of 1041 species of molluscs, including 722 gastropods, 287 bivalves, 7
scaphopods, 21 cephalopods and 4 polyplacophorans. This field guide...

518 pages | colour photos | St. Joseph's Press

Hardback #257513 2022 9789355788986 £199.00

The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs, Volume 9
Camaenidae (5)
Guido T Poppe(Author), Sheila P Tagaro(Author), Philippe Poppe(Author)
The ultimate goal of the project The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs is to figure
the world's biodiversity of land snails as complete as possible. Volume 9 of this series figures
536 shells that belong to 274 different...

207 pages | 95 plates with colour photos | ConchBooks

Hardback #257514 2022 £64.99
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Stationery

Habitats & Ecosystems

Badenian Decapods of Hungary
Matúš Hyžný(Author), Alfréd Dulai(Author)
From the Oligocene onward, there was a large network of inland seas, parallel to the
developing Mediterranean Sea and via changing ways, intermittently connected with the
Mediterranean and the Indo-Pacific. This vast northern domain, covering a large...

291 pages | colour photos | GeoLitera

Hardback #257522 2021 9789633067833 £69.99

Beekeeping in Tropical Africa
Peter David Paterson(Author)
Small-scale beekeeping is an attractive cash crop option for resource-poor farmers in the
tropics. It demands little in the way of time, finances or natural resources, and the honey and
beeswax harvested can be processed in the home and sold locally....

168 pages | Peter David Paterson (privately published)

Paperback #257540 2021 9798513236276 £26.99

An Illustrated Glossary of Honey Bee and Beekeeping Terminology
Sue Remenyi(Author)
An Illustrated Glossary of Honey Bee and Beekeeping Terminology is an invaluable reference
book for all beekeepers. As with any activity there is always a significant amount of terminology
and jargon to get to grips with and this glossary brings...

198 pages | photos, illustrations | Acpil

Paperback #257543 2021 9781912764846 £23.99

Adult Caddis (Trichoptera) of Britain and Ireland
A Practical Guide
Ian Wallace(Author), Sharon Flint(Author), Peter Flint(Author)
Adult Caddis (Trichoptera) of Britain and Ireland is a photo-based identification guide for
naturalists and enthusiasts, including moth-trappers. There are approximately 200 species of
caddis in Britain and Ireland. A good range of species occurs in...

162 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Field Studies Council
(FSC)

Paperback #257559 2022 9781908819758 £19.99

The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs, Volume 10
Camaenidae (6)
Guido T Poppe(Author), Sheila P Tagaro(Author), Philippe Poppe(Author)
The ultimate goal of this project The Conchological Albums – Terrestrial Molluscs is to figure
the world's biodiversity of land snails as complete as possible. Volume 10 of this series figures
558 shells of the subfamily Helicostylinae...

203 pages | 95 plates with colour photos | ConchBooks

Hardback #257804 2022 9783948603304 £64.99

Fauna Sinica Invertebrata, Volume 62: Mollusca, Gastropoda, Muricidae [Chinese]
Zhang Suping(Author)
A total of 235 species of the gastropod family Muriciday belonging to nine subfamilies and 54
genera are introduced and described in this volume. Among them, eight species are recorded
in China for the first time. This volume is divided into two...

446 pages | b/w line drawings | Science Press

Hardback #257880 2022 9787030717979 £160.00

Fungarium Postcards
Katie Scott(Illustrator), Ester Gaya(Author)
This collection of 50 postcards features Katie Scott's stunning fungal illustrations. Each image
vividly captures the beauty and complexity of fungi. Together they make a stylish collection,
perfect for sending to friends, using as notecards, or...

50 pages | 50 post cards with colour illustrations | Templar Publishing

Unbound #257666 2021 9781787419896 £12.98

Sonoran Desert Journeys
Ecology and Evolution of Its Iconic Species
Theodore H Fleming(Author)
Lizards dashing rapidly between plants. Songbirds and woodpeckers flying to and from their
nests. Hawks perched on saguaros. What kinds of journeys have these and many other
animals and plants and their ancestors taken in space and time to arrive in...

392 pages | University of Arizona Press

Paperback #256687 Dec-2022 9780816547296 £29.95

The Accidental Ecosystem
People and Wildlife in American Cities
Peter S Alagona(Author)
With wildlife thriving in cities, we have the opportunity to create vibrant urban ecosystems that
serve both people and animals.The Accidental Ecosystem tells the story of how cities across
the United States went from having little wildlife to...

296 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | University of California Press

Hardback #257658 2022 9780520386310 £20.99

Australian Deserts
Ecology and Landscapes
Steve Morton(Author), Mike Gillam(Photographer)
Describes the ecology of Australian deserts and how desert-dwelling plants and animals
succeed.Australian Deserts: Ecology and Landscapes is about the vast sweep of the Outback,
a land of expanses making up three-quarters of the continent – the...

304 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | CSIRO

Paperback #257668 2022 9781486305995 £49.50

Himalaya
Exploring the Roof of the World
John Keay(Author)
Himalaya is one of the world's most extraordinary geophysical, historical, environmental and
social regions.More rugged and elevated than any other zone on earth, it embraces all of Tibet,
six of the world's eight major mountain ranges and...

432 pages | Bloomsbury Circus (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #257694 Sep-2022 9781408891155 £29.99
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Natural History

Return to My Trees
Notes from the Welsh Woodlands
Matthew Yeomans(Author)
When and how did we humans lose our connection with nature – and how do we find it again?
Matthew Yeomans seeks to answer these questions as he walks more than 300 miles through
the ancient and modern forests of Wales, losing himself in their...

256 pages | University of Wales Press

Hardback #257729 Sep-2022 9781915279149 £18.99

Bidong Island
Natural History and Resources
Ong Meng Chuan(Editor), Melissa Beata Martin(Editor), Mohd Yusoff Nurulnadia(Editor),
Wahizatul Afzan binti Azmi(Editor)
Bidong Island is a small island located in the South China Sea, and is about 14 km from
mainland Peninsular Malaysia. The island and the Bidong archipelago boast of its richness in
diversity of both terrestrial and marine organisms and its undeniably...

227 pages | 216 colour & 18 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257829 2022 9783030919238 £109.99

The State of the World's Forests 2022
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)(Author), Qu Dongyu(Foreword By)
The 2022 edition of The State of the World’s Forests explores the potential of three forest
pathways for achieving green recovery and tackling environmental crises, including climate
change and biodiversity loss against the backdrop of the...

168 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, colour tables
| Food and Agriculture Organisation

Paperback #257872 2022 9789251359846 £56.95

Through the Lion Gate
A History of the Berlin Zoo
Gary Bruce(Author)
In 1943, fierce aerial bombardment razed the Berlin zoo and killed most of its animals. But only
two months after the war's end, Berliners had already resurrected it, reopening its gates and
creating a symbol of endurance in the heart of a...

303 pages | 16 b/w photos | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257870 2022 9780197617236 £16.99
Hardback #235675 2017 9780190234980 £28.49

On Gallows Down
Place, Protest and Belonging
Nicola Chester(Author)
On Gallows Down is a book about hope – from the rewilding of Greenham Common after the
missiles left to how, as a new mother, Nicola walked the chalk hills to give her children roots,
teaching them names and waymarks to find their way home. It...

245 pages | 1 b/w map | Chelsea Green

Paperback #257819 Jul-2022 9781915294067 £10.99
Hardback #254587 2021 9781645021162 £19.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights, Volume 8
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Foreword By)
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the most famous and prestigious event of
its kind in the world. It provides both an inspiring annual catalogue of the wonders of nature
and a thought-provoking look at our complex relationship with...

80 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #256953 Dec-2022 9780565095376 £6.99

Ecology of Dakota Landscapes
Past, Present, and Future
W Carter Johnson(Author), Dennis H Knight(Author)
An illustrated review of the Northern Great Plains that blends natural history and human
history.W. Carter Johnson and Dennis H. Knight describe the natural and human histories of
the Northern Great Plains in this comprehensive and handsomely...

336 pages | 219 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #257560 2022 9780300253818 £34.99

Wild Guide - Balearic Islands
Secret Coves, Mountains, Caves and Adventure in Mallorca, Menorca, Ibiza & Formentera
Anna Deacon(Author), Lizzie Graham(Author)
New from the best-selling Wild Guides, discover the hidden side of these popular islands, from
deserted beaches and emerald coves to mountain viewpoints, caves and ancient ruins. Filled
with spectacular photography and engaging travel writing, this...

256 pages | 300 colour photos, 13 colour maps | Wild Things Publishing

Paperback #257575 2022 9781910636282 £18.99

Wild Guide - Andalucia
Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life in Southern Spain
Edwina Pitcher(Author)
Discover 700 hidden adventures from this popular tourist region, from remote coves and wild
mountains to desert landscapes and green meadows rich with wildflowers. Experience the best
of Andalucia's rural food culture and accommodation, feasting...

272 pages | 350 colour photos, 20 colour maps | Wild Things Publishing

Paperback #257576 2022 9781910636299 £18.99

Wild Spectacle
Seeking Wonders in a World beyond Humans
Janisse Ray(Author)
Looking for adventure and continuing a process of self-discovery, Janisse Ray has repeatedly
set out to immerse herself in wildness, to be wild, and to learn what wildness can teach us.
From overwintering with monarch butterflies in Mexico to...

208 pages | Trinity University Press

Paperback #257578 Oct-2022 9781595349873 £14.99
Hardback #257577 2021 9781595349576 £18.99

Into the Arctic
Painting Canada’s Changing North
Cory Trépanier(Illustrator), Todd Wilkinson(Contributor), HSH Prince Albert II of
Monaco(Foreword By)
Into the Arctic: Painting Canada's Changing North features perhaps the most ambitious body of
artwork ever devoted to the Far North of Canada. Cory Trépanier journeyed to the Arctic five
times between 2006 and 2018, travelling more than...

304 pages | colour illustrations | Figure 1 Publishing

Hardback #257581 2022 9781773271200 £46.99
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The Birdwatcher's Wife
Gayle Smith Padgett(Author)
Living la belle vie in Provence is a dream come true for American ex-pats Gayle and Ralph. But
their tranquil world is turned upside down when serious birdwatcher Ralph suggests a year-
long quest to find 200 bird species in France.The eat-preen-love...

280 pages | Eagle Owl Press

Paperback #257584 2021 9780999429587 £10.99

The Search for the First Americans
Science, Power, Politics
Robert V Davis, Jr.(Author)
Who were the First Americans? Where did they come from? When did they get here? Are they
the ancestors of modern Native Americans? These questions might seem straightforward, but
scientists in competing fields have failed to convince one another with...

220 pages | University of Oklahoma Press

Hardback #257597 2021 9780806175911 £51.50

The Extraordinary World of Birds
David Lindo(Author), Claire McElfatrick(Illustrator)
Journey through the skies with this beautifully illustrated bird book for children! Parrots,
hummingbirds, eagles and more, swoop across the pages of this colourful bird book, featuring
illustrations and photographs to immerse young nature...

80 pages | colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #257603 2022 9780241529058 £14.99

Blue Planet II
For Young Wildlife-Lovers
Leisa Stewart-Sharpe(Author), Emily Dove(Illustrator), Sir David Attenborough(Foreword By)
This is our Blue Planet: a beautiful blue marble suspended in a sea of stars. Dive into these
incredible stories from BBC Blue Planet II.Unlike billions of other worlds in the Milky Way, 71
per cent of our Blue Planet is covered by ocean. It's...

64 pages | colour illustrations | BBC Books

Paperback #257604 2022 9781405946605 £7.99
Hardback #257605 2020 9781405946582 £14.99

New Survey of Clare Island, Volume 10: Zoology
John Breen(Editor), T Kieran McCarthy(Editor), Éamonn Lenihan(Editor)
The Royal Irish Academy's New Survey of Clare Island, a unique multidisciplinary endeavour
that together with Robert Lloyd Praeger's first Clare Island Survey provides an invaluable body
of research informing future conservation of the...

250 pages | Royal Irish Academy

Paperback #257614 Sep-2022 9781911479871 £29.99

New Survey of Clare Island, Volume 5: Archaeology
Conleth Manning(Editor), Paul Gosling(Editor), John Waddel(Editor)
In 1909-11 Robert Lloyd Praeger brought a team of 100 European multidisciplinary specialists
to map the flora, fauna, geology and archaeology of Clare Island, a small, exposed Atlantic
island off the west coast. The gathering led to the publication...

326 pages | Royal Irish Academy

Paperback #257615 2007 9781904890164 £34.99

Wild Enthusiasm
A Very British Safari
Steve Wright(Author)
No need to travel halfway around the globe to spot iconic wildlife – it's right here on our
doorstep in the UK and Steve Wright, keen amateur naturalist, travels from the Isle of Man to
Norfolk, to the Orkneys and everywhere in-between on...

256 pages | Merlin Unwin Books

Hardback #257693 Sep-2022 9781913159498 £19.99

The Flow
Rivers, Water and Wildness
Amy-Jane Beer(Author)
A visit to the rapid where she lost a cherished friend unexpectedly reignites Amy-Jane Beer's
love of rivers setting her on a journey of natural, cultural and emotional discovery.On New
Year's Day 2012, Amy-Jane Beer's beloved friend Kate...

400 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #257700 Aug-2022 9781472977397 £18.99

Time on Rock
A Climber's Route into the Mountains
Anna Fleming(Author)
In Time on Rock Anna Fleming charts two parallel journeys: learning the craft of traditional rock
climbing, and the new developing appreciation of the natural world it brings her. Through the
story of her progress from terrified beginner to confident...

272 pages | Canongate

Hardback #257709 2022 9781838851767 £16.99

The Instant
Amy Liptrot(Author)
Wishing to leave behind the quiet isolation of her Orkney island life, Amy Liptrot books a one-
way flight to Berlin. Searching for new experiences, inspiration and love, she rents a loft bed in
a shared flat and looks for work. She explores the...

192 pages | Canongate

Hardback #257710 2022 9781838854263 £14.99

Shadowlands
A Journey Through Lost Britain
Matthew Green(Author)
Britain's landscape is scarred with haunting and romantic remains; these shadowlands that
were once filled with life are now just spectral echoes. Peering through the cracks of history, we
find Dunwich, a medieval city plunged off a Suffolk cliff...

358 pages | 16 b/w photos, 3 b/w maps | Faber & Faber

Hardback #257716 2022 9780571338023 £19.99

Into the Great Emptiness
Peril and Survival on the Greenland Ice Cap
David Roberts(Author)
The riveting story of one of the greatest but least-known sagas in the history of exploration from
David Roberts, the "dean of adventure writing".By 1930, no place in the world was less well
explored than Greenland. The native Inuit had...

368 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #257727 Sep-2022 9780393868111 £21.99
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Reference

Stone Girl Bone Girl
The Story of Mary Anning of Lyme Regis
Laurence Anholt(Author), Sheila Moxley(Illustrator)
Discover the story of Mary Anning, the world's best-known fossil hunter.As a baby, Mary was
struck by lightning, and then as a little girl, she found a fossilised sea monster, the most
important prehistoric discovery of its time. This spectacular...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Frances Lincoln Children's Books

Paperback #257775 2006 9781845077006 £8.99

The Unique Life of a Ranger
Seasons of Change at Blakeney Point
Ajay Tegala(Author), Megan McCubbin(Foreword By)
Few people have had the privilege of living on an isolated nature reserve of international
importance, their every move judged by countless critics. Young ranger Ajay Tegala,
embarking on his placement at Blakeney Point aged just nineteen, would have...

328 pages | 30 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | The History Press

Hardback #257792 Aug-2022 9781803990293 £16.99

Reading the Water
Fly Fishing, Fatherhood, and Finding Strength in Nature
Mark Hume(Author)
A unique and radiant memoir about fatherhood and fly fishing.Fishing was Mark Hume's
passion since he was a young boy, a lifeline through a childhood marked by impermanence.
When he became a father, he knew he wanted to pass on his love of...

288 pages | Greystone Books

Paperback #257795 2022 9781771645690 £18.99

Footsteps in the Snow
John Dudeney(Author)
Footsteps in the Snow recounts a life shaped and dominated by Antarctica, a multi-faceted
account of a life dedicated to Antarctic science, policy and governance. It is also the story of
growth from callow youth to Antarctic professional in the most...

256 pages | 90 colour photos, 6 colour maps | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #257803 Dec-2022 9781849955393 £18.99

Archie's Apple
Hannah Shuckburgh(Author), Octavia Mackenzie(Illustrator)
Have you ever dreamt of making a discovery?Inspired by a true story, Archie's Apple tells of
how one boy discovers a new variety of apple while out walking, and hits the headlines around
the world.Archie lives with his father in a stone cottage...

44 pages | colour illustrations | Little Toller Books

Hardback #257809 Sep-2022 9781915068064 £11.99

Chasing Plants
Journeys with a Botanist Through Rainforests, Swamps and Mountains
Chris J Thorogood(Author)
In his hair-raising adventures across Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia, Chris
Thorogood treads a death-defying path over cliffs, up erupting volcanoes, through typhoons,
and out into the very heart of the world's vast, green wilderness....

288 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #257813 Sep-2022 9781842467640 £24.99

Ivan Pavlov: A Very Short Introduction
Daniel P Todes(Author)
In this book, Daniel P. Todes provides a concise introduction to the life and science of the great
Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936). Todes weaves together Pavlov's life, values,
context, and science by focusing on his quest to...

152 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257840 Sep-2022 9780190906696 £8.99

The Longest Journey
An Arctic Tern's Migration
Amy Hevron(Author)
Follow the epic annual migration of an Arctic Tern on its sixty-thousand-mile journey to the
South Pole and back again, the longest such migration in the animal kingdom.In their thirty-
year lifetimes, Arctic Terns travel nearly 1.5 million miles,...

40 pages | colour illustrations | Neal Porter Books

Hardback #257867 2022 9780823447008 £15.99

Painting Birds in Watercolour
Liz Chaderton(Author)
This practical book explains how to capture the character of various species of bird, without
getting caught up in the detail. It celebrates everything that watercolour can offer as a medium
when painting these fascinating creatures. It is not a...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Crowood Press

Paperback #257871 Jul-2022 9780719840814 £12.99

If Science Is to Save Us
Sir Martin J Rees(Author)
There has never been a time when 'following the science' has been more important for
humanity. At no other point in history have we had such advanced knowledge and technology
at our fingertips, nor had such astonishing capacity to determine...

200 pages | Polity

Hardback #257481 Sep-2022 9781509554201 £19.99

The Stickler’s Guide to Science in the Age of Misinformation
The Real Science Behind Hacky Headlines, Crappy Clickbait, and Suspect Sources
R Philip Bouchard(Author)
The perfect remedy for our culture of fake news, bad science, and propaganda.We have more
scientific information at our fingertips today than ever before. And more disinformation too.
Online, on television, and in print, science is often communicated...

280 pages | colour illustrations | Timber Press

Paperback #257498 2021 9781643260426 £15.99

The Search for Life
Hannah Banyard(Author)
Have you ever looked up at the night sky and thought, 'is there anybody out there?' The stars
you see are the suns of other solar systems, each system with its own complex story of
formation and evolution, perhaps leading to an environment...

128 pages | 8 colour illustrations | Unicorn Publishing Group

Paperback #257509 Oct-2022 9781906367909 £9.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Environmental Sustainability at Historic Sites and Museums
Sarah Sutton(Author)
Growing public interest in environmental sustainability is a gift to historic sites and museums. It
is an invitation to use our knowledge, collections, and sites to discuss how human practices
and interactions with the environment in past were...

228 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257526 2015 9780759124431 £29.99
Hardback #257525 2015 9780759124158 £78.99

Biodeterioration and Preservation in Art, Archaeology and Architecture
Ralph Mitchell(Editor), Jennifer Clifford(Editor)
The world's monuments, art objects and archaeology are at increasing risk of deterioration from
environmental threats e.g. climate change, air pollution, and tourism.Microorganisms play a
central role in these deterioration processes. They grow...

160 pages | Archetype Publications

Paperback #257545 2018 9781909492646 £34.99

Decolonize Museums
Shimrit Lee(Author), Bhakti Shringarpure(Editor)
Behold the sleazy logic of museums: plunder dressed up as charity, conservation, and
care.The idealized Western museum, as typified by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the British
Museum, and the Museum of Natural History, has remained much the same...

224 pages | OR Books

Paperback #257546 Oct-2022 9781682193150 £14.99

Geometry: A Very Short Introduction
Maciej Dunajski(Author)
The study of geometry is at least 2500 years old, and it is within this field that the concept of
mathematical proof – deductive reasoning from a set of axioms – first arose. To this day
geometry remains a very active area of research in...

176 pages | 75 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #257574 2022 9780199683680 £8.99

Sins Against Science
How Misinformation Affects Our Lives and Laws
Judi Nath(Author), Jim Obergefell(Foreword By)
Misinformation has had dramatic and dangerous effects, as evidenced by numerous events of
the late 2010s and early 2020s. Reading a steady stream of misinformation leads to distrust,
potentially leading to conflict in one's family and workplace,...

223 pages | McFarland

Paperback #257596 2021 9781476686394 £29.95

Venus
William J Sheehan(Author), Sanjay Shridhar Limaye(Author)
This new and beautifully illustrated account of Venus takes in the most recent research into this
mysterious, inhospitable world. Looking at the history of our observations of the planet, from
early astronomy to future space missions, it seeks to...

256 pages | 55 colour & 67 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #257652 Aug-2022 9781789145854 £24.99

Bernoulli's Fallacy
Statistical Illogic and the Crisis of Modern Science
Aubrey Clayton(Author)
There is a logical flaw in the statistical methods used across experimental science. This fault is
not a minor academic quibble: it underlies a reproducibility crisis now threatening entire
disciplines. In an increasingly statistics-reliant society,...

368 pages | Columbia University Press

Paperback #257654 Oct-2022 9780231199957 £19.99
Hardback #257653 2021 9780231199940 £27.99

Once Can Be Enough
Decisive Experiments, No Replication Required
Allan Franklin(Author), Ronald Laymon(Author)
There has recently been considerable discussion of a “replication crisis” in some areas of
science. In this book, the authors argue that replication is not a necessary criterion for the
validation of a scientific experiment. Five episodes...

181 pages | 51 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257676 2021 9783030625672 £79.99
Hardback #257675 2020 9783030625641 £79.99

The Skeptics' Guide to the Future
What Yesterday's Science and Science Fiction Tell Us About the World of Tomorrow
Steven Novella(Author), Bob Novella(Co-Author), Cara Santa Maria(Co-Author), Jay
Novella(Co-Author), Evan Bernstein(Co-Author)
Our predictions of the future are a wild fantasy, inextricably linked to our present hopes and
fears, biases and ignorance. Whether they be the outlandish leaps predicted in the 1920s, like
multi-purpose utility belts with climate control...

512 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #257691 Sep-2022 9781399706698 £19.99

The Modern Bestiary
A Curated Collection of Wondrous Creatures
Joanna Bagniewska(Author), Jennifer NR Smith(Illustrator)
From the familiar to the improbable, the gross to the endearing, The Modern Bestiary is a
compendium of curious creatures. It includes both animals that have made headlines and
those you've probably never heard of, such as skin-eating caecilians,...

256 pages | illustrations | Wildfire

Hardback #257734 Sep-2022 9781472289605 £16.99

Zoos in Postmodernism
Signs and Simulation
Stephen Spotte(Author)
In his provocative new book, Zoos in Postmodernism: Signs and Simulation, marine biologist
Stephen Spotte lumps together public aquariums and zoological parks (which he collectively
calls zoos) and treats them as cultural derivatives assessable using...

208 pages | Fairleigh Dickinson University Press

Hardback #257780 2006 9781611473292 £65.99

Nature's Wild Ideas
How the Natural World is Inspiring Scientific Innovation
Kristy Hamilton(Author)
A lively and endlessly fascinating deep dive into nature and the many groundbreaking human
inventions inspired by the wild.When astronomers wanted a telescope that could capture X-
rays from celestial bodies, they looked to the lobster. When doctors...

288 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #257851 Oct-2022 9781771648196 £18.99
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The Sacred Balance
Rediscovering Our Place in Nature (25th Anniversary Edition)
David Takayoshi Suzuki(Author), Robin Wall Kimmerer(Foreword By), Bill McKibben(Afterword
by)
With a new foreword from Robin Wall Kimmerer, New York Times-bestselling author of
Braiding Sweetgrass – and an afterword from Bill McKibben – this special 25th-anniversary
edition of a beloved bestseller invites readers to see ourselves...

336 pages | 20 b/w illustrations and b/w maps | Greystone Books

Paperback #257844 Dec-2022 9781771649865 £13.99

Our National Forests
Stories from America’s Most Important Public Lands
Greg M Peters(Author)
Across 193 million acres of forests, mountains, deserts, watersheds, and grasslands, national
forests provide a multitude of uses as diverse as America itself. They welcome 170 million
visitors each year to hike, bike, paddle, ski, fish, and hunt....

280 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Timber Press

Hardback #257508 2022 9781604699630 £22.99

Animals, Plants and Afterimages
The Art and Science of Representing Extinction
Valérie Bienvenue(Editor), Nicholas Chare(Editor)
The sixth mass extinction or Anthropocene extinction is one of the most pervasive issues of our
time. Animals, Plants and Afterimages brings together leading scholars in the humanities and
life sciences to explore how extinct species are represented...

460 pages | 42 illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #257515 2022 9781800734258 £132.00

Chesapeake Bay Blues
Science, Politics, and the Struggle to Save the Bay
Howard R Ernst(Author)
The Chesapeake Bay restoration effort has been touted as the nation's premier environmental
restoration program. Yet the Bay and the living systems it supports remain in dismally poor
condition, with fisheries in decline and drinking water in...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257534 2003 9780742523517 £31.99

Our Common Ground
A History of America's Public Lands
John D Leshy(Author)
The little-known story of how the U.S. government came to hold nearly one-third of the nation's
land and manage it primarily for recreation, education and conservation.America's public lands
include more than 600 million acres of forests,...

736 pages | 22 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #257555 2022 9780300235784 £34.99

National Parks Forever
Fifty Years of Fighting and a Case for Independence
Jonathan B Jarvis(Author), T Destry Jarvis(Author), Chris Johns(Foreword By)
Two leaders of the National Park Service provide a front-row seat to the disastrous impact of
partisan politics over the past fifty years – and offer a bold vision for the parks' future.The US
National Parks, what environmentalist and...

240 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #257557 2022 9780226819082 £19.99
Hardback #257556 2022 9780226819099 £75.99

Communities and Conservation
Histories and Politics of Community-Based Natural Resource Management
J Peter Brosius(Editor), Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing(Editor), Charles Zerner(Editor)
The distinguished environmentalists in this collection offer an in-depth analysis and call to
advocacy for community-based natural resource management (CBNRM). Their overview of this
transnational movement reveals important links between...

512 pages | AltaMira Press

Paperback #257580 2005 9780759105065 £50.99
Hardback #257579 2005 9780759105058 £117.00

Island to Island
From Somerset to Seychelles
Sally Mills(Author)
After working principally for the RSPB for 25 years, Sally Mills swapped Somerset security for
tropical tempestuousness to manage the prestigious Aride Island Nature Reserve in the
Seychelles. Island to Island portrays a rare insight into a...

531 pages | 100+ colour illustrations | Cranthorpe Millner

Paperback #257611 Aug-2022 9781803780412 £15.99

Collaborative Land Use Management
The Quieter Revolution in Place-Based Planning
Robert J Mason(Author)
Collaborative Land Use Management: The Quieter Revolution in Place-Based Planning
discusses the less-regulatory approaches to land use management that have emerged over the
past 35 years in the USA, analyzing the collective value of such place-based...

370 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #257636 2007 9780742547001 £97.99

Requiem for America's Best Idea
National Parks in the Era of Climate Change
Michael J Yochim(Author), William R Lowry(Foreword By)
In his enthusiastic explorations and fervent writing, Michael J. Yochim "was to Yellowstone
what Muir was to Yosemite. . . . Other times, his writing is like that of Edward Abbey, full of
passion for the natural world and anger at those who are...

296 pages | 32 plates with colour photos; 5 maps | University of New
Mexico Press

Hardback #257662 2022 9780826363435 £29.95

The National Park Guide: Europe
South and Southwestern Europe, the Alps and Macaronesia
Brian Gade Larsen(Author), Lone Ildved(Illustrator)
This is the most detailed and inspiring guidebook for hikers and nature lovers, describing all
national parks in southwestern Europe, Macaronesia and the Alps. This book helps you to find
the best place in this part of Europe with most orchids, most...

688 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Original
Wild Nature

Paperback #257699 2020 9788797256206 £29.99

Mini-Forest Revolution
Using the Miyawaki Method to Rapidly Rewild the World
Hannah Lewis(Author), Paul Hawken(Foreword By)
For readers who enjoyed Finding the Mother Tree and The Hidden Life of Trees comes the
first-ever book about a movement to restore biodiversity in our cities and towns by transforming
empty lots, backyards, and degraded land into mini-forests. Author...

224 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Chelsea Green

Paperback #257717 Sep-2022 9781645021278 £16.99
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Ornithology

Tourism in Frontier Areas
Shaul Krakover(Editor), Yehuda Gradus(Editor)
In this timely new collection of essays, an excellent roster of contributors bring new insight to a
wide spectrum of topics related to tourism in frontier areas. The book focuses on international
case studies as it discusses the economic feasibility...

320 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257726 2002 9780739102879 £108.00

Shades of Green
Environment Activism Around the Globe
Christof Mauch(Editor), Nathan Stoltzfus(Editor), Douglas R Weiner(Editor)
Shades of Green examines the impact of political, economic, religious, and scientific
institutions on environmental activism around the world. The book highlights the diversity of
national, regional and international environmental activism, showing...

240 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257744 2006 9780742546486 £33.99
Hardback #257743 2006 9780742546479 £105.00

Ecotourism Development in Costa Rica
The Search for Oro Verde
Andrew P Miller(Author)
Ecotourism Development in Costa Rica: The Search for Oro Verde examines the use of
ecotourism as a development strategy in Costa Rica and its applicability to other Central
American states. Ecotourism provides an important environmental check on...

144 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257806 2014 9780739197257 £38.99
Hardback #257805 2012 9780739174609 £77.99

Conservation, Sustainability, and Environmental Justice in India
Alok Gupta(Editor)
Conservation, Sustainability, and Environmental Justice in India highlights the environmental
challenges that India faces, largely due to high population and limited natural resources, and
discusses the gap between the intent of environmental...

296 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257818 2020 9781793614544 £88.99

Natural Asset Farming
Creating Productive and Biodiverse Farms
David B Lindenmayer(Author), Suzannah M Macbeth(Author), David G Smith(Author), Michelle
L Young(Author)
Enhancing the natural assets of agricultural landscapes for biodiversity and productivity.Farm
dams, creek lines, vegetation and rocky outcrops are natural assets that are essential for
healthy, sustainable farms. Protecting and enhancing these...

204 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | CSIRO

Paperback #257831 2022 9781486314836 £37.50

Biodiversity Islands
Strategies for Conservation in Human-Dominated Environments
Florencia Montagnini(Editor)
This book is intended to provide an overview of the identification and establishment of
biodiversity islands. It presents examples and case studies where the biodiversity islands
approach is being used in a variety of locations and contexts...

709 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #257834 2022 9783030922337 £179.99

Resilience through Knowledge Co-Production
Indigenous Knowledge, Science, and Global Environmental Change
Marie Roué(Editor), Douglas Nakashima(Editor), Igor Krupnik(Editor)
Confronted with the complex environmental crises of the Anthropocene, scientists have moved
towards an interdisciplinary approach to address challenges that are both social and
ecological. Several arenas are now calling for co-production of new...

412 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257836 2022 9781108838306 £54.99

Birds of Coimbatore
A Pavendhan(Author), PB Balaji(Author), G Prakash(Author)
Birds of Coimbatore explores birds that are found over the Coimbatore district in the Indian
state of Tamil Nadu. The Coimbatore district is rich in biodiversity, with the magnificent
Western Ghats providing the forest cover. The district has varied...

299 pages | colour illustrations | Young Indian Coimbatore Chapter

Hardback #257512 2021 9789354373534 £74.99

The Amazing Story of Montagu's Harrier
How Birds Show Us the Way to Agriculture and Nature in Harmony
Elvira Werkman(Author)
In this book, Elvira Werkman combines valuable and sometimes emotional nature conservation
stories with hard facts about the state of agriculture and nature. The book follows harrier
conservationist Ben Koks from the Netherlands to West Africa...

250 pages | Piranha Publishers

Paperback #257547 2021 9789090348575 £16.99

Australian Birds in Pictures
Matthew Jones(Author), Duade Paton(Author)
Quite simply one of the best collections of images of Australian birds ever compiled. This
illustrated book showcases beautiful photography which depicts the country's wild birds in their
natural habitats. There is a strong focus on endemic bird...

192 pages | colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #257554 2021 9781925546347 £54.99

A Year of Birdsong
52 Stories of Songbirds
Dominic Couzens(Author), Madeleine Floyd(Illustrator)
Fascinating stories about birdsong for every week of the year, with a QR code for every entry.
Dominic Couzens, a leading bird expert and writer, takes you on a journey to enjoy an
authentic year of birdsong around the world, one for every week of...

224 pages | colour illustrations | B T Batsford

Hardback #257733 Sep-2022 9781849947305 £19.99

A Pocket Guide to Birds of Galápagos
Tui De Roy(Author)
A lifelong resident of Galápagos, Tui De Roy has been observing, studying, and photographing
the islands' astonishing birdlife for sixty years. In A Pocket Guide to Birds of Galápagos, she
distils everything she has learned to...

136 pages | 616 colour photos, 33 maps | Princeton University Press

Paperback #257768 Nov-2022 9780691233635 £9.99
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Botany

The Bird Name Book
A History of English Bird Names
Susan Myers(Author)
The Bird Name Book is an alphabetical reference book on the origins and meanings of
common group bird names, from "accentor" to "zeledonia." A cornucopia of engaging facts and
anecdotes, this superbly researched compendium...

416 pages | 200 colour photos and colour illustrations | Princeton
University Press

Hardback #257771 Oct-2022 9780691235691 £29.99

Solid Air
Invisible Killer: Saving Billions of Birds from Windows
Daniel Klem, Jr.(Author), David M Bird(Foreword By)
Birds behave as if sheet glass is invisible to them. They kill themselves striking clear and
reflective panes in all types and sizes of human-built structures the world over. The killing is
indiscriminate, taking the fit and unfit species, of any age...

224 pages | Hancock House Publishers

Paperback #257879 2021 9780888396464 £23.99
Hardback #257878 2021 9780888396402 £39.99

Kew Pocketbooks: Mexican Plants
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew(Author)
Mexico is a country high in biodiversity and home to a huge number of plant species. This new
title in the Kew Pocketbooks series is a celebration of this impressive flora and includes
everything from stunning orchids, passion flowers, and gladioli,...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #257517 Oct-2022 9781842467671 £9.99

Dictionary of Scottish Plant Names
Gregory J Kenicer(Author)
Dr Gregory Kenicer brings us a concise but thorough exploration of plants and their names in
the Scots language through the ages. Presented as a dictionary, and covering a vast variety of
flowers, fungi and mosses, this book seeks to present the rich...

194 pages | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #257518 Nov-2022 9781910877449 £19.99

The Alps, A Natural Companion
Geology, Flowers, Walks
Jim Langley(Author), Paul Gannon(Author), John Beatty(Foreword By)
The stunning natural beauty of the Alps makes this range of mountains one of Europe’s most
popular tourist destinations. This book helps visitors to gain a deeper appreciation of that
beauty, by providing a guide to the geology and flowers of...

316 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Oxford
Alpine Club Publishing

Paperback #257523 2022 9781913167103 £34.99

Catálogo de la Flora Vascular del Municipio de Zaragoza [Catalog of the Vascular Flora
of the Municipality of Zaragoza]
Samuel Pyke(Author)
This is updated edition of the Catálogo Florístico de las Plantas Vasculares de Zaragoza
published in 2003. This review includes c. 1140 vascular flora taxa located within the
municipality of Zaragoza (Aragon, Spain), which has an area...

180 pages | b/w illustrations | Jolube Consultor y Editor Botánico y
Ambiental

Paperback #257536 2021 9788412446302 £24.99

Atlas-Catalogue de la Flore Vasculaire du Var [Atlas-Catalogue of the Vascular Flora of
the Var]
Inflovar(Author)
Atlas-Catalogue de la Flore Vasculaire du Var – Conservatoires Botaniques Nationaux Alpin et
Méditerranéen (Vol. 4), provides a richly illustrated inventory of the vascular flora of the Var
department. The Var department is...

1184 pages | 2600 colour photos, 2380 colour distribution maps |
Naturalia

Hardback #257591 2021 9791094583494 £89.99

New Survey of Clare Island, Volume 7: Plants and Fungi
Donal Synnott(Author)
In 1909-11 Robert Lloyd Praeger brought a team of 100 European specialists from different
scientific fields to map the flora, fauna, geology and archaeology of Clare Island, a small,
exposed Atlantic island off the west coast. The gathering led to...

272 pages | Royal Irish Academy

Paperback #257618 2012 9781908996121 £34.99

House Plants
Mike Maunder(Author)
Our penchant for keeping house plants is an ancient practice dating back to the pharaohs.
House Plants explores the stories behind the plants we bring home and how they were
transformed from wild plants into members of our households.A billion-dollar...

200 pages | 94 colour & 17 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #257651 2022 9781789145434 £17.99

Trees and Shrubs of Kentucky
Mary E Wharton(Author), Roger W Barbour(Author)
Originally published in 1994, and now available in paperback, this authoritative volume
provides a comprehensive guide to the 282 species of woody plants found in Kentucky, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee,...

592 pages | 1150+ colour photos | University Press of Kentucky

Paperback #257670 Jul-2022 9780813195407 £17.99
Hardback #257669 1994 9780813112947 £30.50

Líquenes do Porto Santo [Lichens of Porto Santo]
José Campinho(Author)
Lichens represent a relevant value of the natural heritage of the island of Porto Santo, in the
archipelago of Madeira. More than two hundred species of lichens, some of them endemic,
have been identified in this small island territory that has been...

148 pages | colour photos | Imprensa Académica

Paperback #257683 2021 9789899062078 £39.99

Flora of Tirunelveli Hills (Southern Western Ghats), Volume 2: Gamopetalae (2-Volume
Set)
Visuvasam Soosai Manickam(Author), V Sundaresan(Author), V Chelladurai(Author), S
Ignacimuthu(Author), AN Henry(Foreword By)
Fr Dr. V.S. Manickam and his colleagues from the Centre for Biodiversity and Biotechnology,
Xavier Research Foundation, St. Xavier’s College, Palayamkottai, Tamil Nadu conducted
continuous fieldwork in the hills of Southern Western Ghats for...

930 pages | 528 b/w line drawings | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #257721 2022 9789393628435 £250.00
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Mammals

Flora of Tirunelveli Hills (Southern Western Ghats), Volume 3: Monochlamydeae (2-
Volume Set)
Visuvasam Soosai Manickam(Author), G Jeya Jothi(Author), S Ignacimuthu(Author), AN
Henry(Foreword By)
Fr Dr. V.S. Manickam and his colleagues from the Centre for Biodiversity and Biotechnology,
Xavier Research Foundation, St. Xavier’s College, Palayamkottai, Tamil Nadu conducted
continuous fieldwork in the hills of Southern Western Ghats for...

480 pages | 263 b/w line drawings | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #257722 2022 9788194332367 £230.00

Orchid Muse
A History of Obsession in Fifteen Flowers
Erica Hannickel(Author)
A kaleidoscopic journey into the world of nature's most tantalizing flower, and the lives it has
inspired.The epitome of floral beauty, orchids have long fostered works of art, tales of
adventure, and scientific discovery. Tenacious plant hunters...

320 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #257725 Nov-2022 9780393867282 £24.99

A Generic Classification of the Thelypteridaceae
Susan Fawcett(Author), Alan R Smith(Author)
A Generic Classification of the Thelypteridaceae is a book that represents a major taxonomic
revision of this fern family involving the recircumscription of 14 genera, descriptions of four new
genera and three subgenera, and 172 new nomenclatural...

112 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Botanical Research
Institute of Texas

Flexibound #257741 2021 9781889878683 £84.99

Guide to the Vascular Flora of Buxton Woods, Dare County, North Carolina, U.S.A.
Amanda L Faucette(Author), Alexander Krings(Author), David L Lindbo(Author)
Buxton Woods Coastal Reserve (“Buxton Woods”) is a Significant Natural Heritage Area (R1
C1) located on Hatteras Island, Dare County, North Carolina. The site is one of ten reserves
within the North Carolina Coastal Reserve system....

227 pages | 30 plates with colour photos; 400 b/w line drawings |
Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Paperback #257742 2020 9781889878607 £94.99

Flora of Oregon, Volume 2: Dicots A-F
Stephen C Meyers(Editor), Thea Jaster(Editor), Katie E Mitchell(Editor), Tanya Harvey(Editor),
Linda K Hardison(Editor)
Flora of Oregon, Volume 2: Dicots A–F includes 30% more taxa than in Volume 1, there are
dichotomous keys, distribution maps, and descriptions for 1,668 native and naturalized
vascular plant taxa, 785 of which are accompanied by pen and ink...

880 pages | 96 colour photos, 785 b/w illustrations, distribution maps |
Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Hardback #257745 2020 9781889878614 £200.00

Mistletoes of the Continental United States and Canada
Robert L Mathiasen(Author)
Mistletoes of the Continental United States and Canada is a field guide to the identification of
the native mistletoes of the continental United States and Canada and including one
introduced mistletoe now found in California. It includes information...

220 pages | colour photos | Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Flexibound #257746 2021 9781889878669 £84.99

A Guide to the Flora of the Sierra de San Pedro Mártir / Una Guía a la Flora de la Sierra
de San Pedro Mártir
Alan Harper(Author), Sula Vanderplank(Author), Jon P Rebman(Author)
A Guide to the Flora of the Sierra de San Pedro Mártir / Una Guía a la Flora de la Sierra de San
Pedro Mártir is a bilingual book that represents a major botanical contribution to Baja
California, Mexico. The book illustrates 235...

320 pages | colour photos | Botanical Research Institute of Texas

Flexibound #257747 2021 9781889878645 £99.99

Trees
From Root to Leaf
Paul Smith(Author), Robert MacFarlane(Foreword By)
A landmark publication that captures the beautiful richness of every aspect of trees and their
importance for science, culture and the future of humankind.Trees feed us, shelter us, inspire
us and heal us. In a world facing the destruction of the...

320 pages | 448 colour & 2 b/w photos and illustrations | Thames &
Hudson

Hardback #257753 Oct-2022 9780500024058 £39.99

The Genera of Orchidaceae in Hong Kong: Commemorative Edition
Shiu-Ying Hu(Author)
First published in 1977, at a time when no comprehensive account of the genera of the orchids
of Hong Kong has been attempted before, the work by Professor Shiu-Ying Hu is a pioneering
study.This illustrated treatise fills the vacuum of complete lack...

184 pages | colour illustrations | Chinese University of Hong Kong

Hardback #257757 Dec-2022 9789882372696 £49.99

Botanical Illustrated Guide to Hong Kong Native Plants
David TW Lau(Author), Man-Ching Li(Author), Hiu-Yan Wong(Author), Tin-Hang Wong(Editor)
This beautifully illustrated guide presents a carefully curated collection of 20 plant species
native to Hong Kong, with scientific, detailed illustrations and morphological descriptions,
together with botanical references, all essential for species...

312 pages | illustrations | Chinese University of Hong Kong

Hardback #257758 Dec-2022 9789882372702 £64.99

Greenhouse Planet
How Rising CO₂ Changes Plants and Life as We Know It
Lewis H Ziska(Author)
The carbon dioxide that industrial civilization spews into the atmosphere has dramatic
consequences for life on Earth that extend beyond climate change. CO2 levels directly affect
plant growth, in turn affecting any kind of life that depends on...

240 pages | Columbia University Press

Hardback #257761 Nov-2022 9780231206709 £19.99

Whale Music
Thousand Mile Songs in a Sea of Sound
David Rothenberg(Author), Scott McVay(Author)
The marvellous sonic world of whales, from the perspective of music and science.Whale song
is an astonishing world of sound whose existence no one suspected before the 1960s. Its
discovery has forced us to confront the possibility of alien...

304 pages | 20 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | Terra Nova Press

Paperback #257811 Nov-2022 9781949597257 £22.50
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

International Zoo Yearbook 54: Conservation of Small Carnivores
Fiona A Fisken(Editor)
Please note that the yearbook is nowadays published by Wiley who impose a 2-year embargo
on direct sales by booksellers. Therefore, even though published by Wiley in December 2020,
this volume will not be for sale until the end of 2022.There are...

425 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables |
Zoological Society of London

Hardback #252664 Dec-2022 £49.99

Ethology and Behavioral Ecology of Sirenia
Helene Marsh(Editor)
Despite their rich fossil history, there are only four surviving species of sirenians or sea cows,
the only fully aquatic herbivorous mammals. The three species of manatees and the dugong
live in the coastal waters rivers and lakes of more than 80...

417 pages | 43 colour & 19 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257496 2022 9783030907419 £109.99

Extinct: Hainan Gibbon
Ben Garrod(Author), Gabriel Ugueto(Illustrator)
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view
of evolution's superstars, the most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our
planet. Whether you're 9 or 90, his unique...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Zephyr

Hardback #257628 2022 9781838935474 £14.99

Soundings
Journeys in the Company of Whales
Doreen Cunningham(Author)
From the lagoons of Mexico to Arctic glaciers, grey whale mothers are swimming with their
calves, past predatory orcas, through a warming sea. For ten thousand miles, they endure one
of the longest mammalian migrations on the planet. Following them,...

310 pages | 1 b/w map | Virago Press

Hardback #257701 2022 9780349014951 £18.99

The Elephants of Thula Thula
Françoise Malby-Anthony(Author)
'Somehow, the elephants got into my soul, and it became my life's work to see them safe and
happy. There was no giving up on that vision, no matter how hard the road was at
times.'Françoise Malby-Anthony is the owner of a game...

320 pages | Macmillan

Hardback #257732 Sep-2022 9781529087697 £18.99

The Hairy Rhinoceros
History, Ecology and Some Lessons for Management of the Last Asian Megafauna
John Payne(Author)
Species do not suddenly go extinct. Behind every extinction is a long history. Until a century
ago, human actions were only a part of that history. Now, preventing extinctions depends
entirely on human interventions. The days of small groups of...

216 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Natural History Publications
Borneo

Hardback #257740 2022 9789838122023 £64.99

Ireland's Biodiversity: Terrestrial Mammals
Screw bound and printed full colour on both sides, this pocked-sized (85 × 125 mm, W × H)
swatch should provide enough information to allow you to identify the terrestrial mammals of
Ireland.

24 pages | colour photos | National Biodiversity Data Centre

Other #257788 2022 £5.99

Snow Leopards in Nepal
Predator-Prey System on the Top of the World
Pavel Kindlmann(Editor)
The snow leopard (Panthera uncia) is an endangered species, and its population size is
steadily declining. The main threats to the snow leopard include illegal trade, conflict with
locals (human-snow leopard conflict), lack of conservation, awareness...

170 pages | 75 colour & 9 b/w illustrations, 40 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #257821 Sep-2022 9783031113543 £119.99

A Complete Guide to the Snakes of Southern Africa
Johan Marais(Author)
Fully revised, this third edition of the best-selling A Complete Guide to the Snakes of Southern
Africa is a comprehensive guide to more than 150 dangerous and common harmless snakes in
the region. Detailed species accounts, covering identification,...

336 pages | 760 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Penguin
Random House South Africa

Paperback #257812 Oct-2022 9781775847472 £21.99
Paperback #144646 2004 9781868729326 £13.99

So Many Snakes, So Little Time
Uncovering the Secret Lives of Australia’s Serpents
Rick Shine(Author)
Snakes are creatures of mystery, arousing fear in many people but fascination in a few. Recent
research has transformed our understanding of the behaviour and ecology of these animals,
revealed their important roles in diverse ecosystems, and...

292 pages | 31 colour & 45 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #257858 2022 9781032232928 £29.99
Hardback #257857 2022 9781032234618 £74.99

Rivers of North America
Michael D Delong(Editor), Timothy D Jardine(Editor), Arthur C Benke(Editor), Colbert E
Cushing(Editor)
Rivers of North America, second edition, expands on the first edition by including new
information on the rivers included in the first edition, with the addition of brand new rivers.
These new rivers will be the main focus of the new edition. This...

1100 pages | colour photos, maps | Academic Press

Paperback #257457 Jan-2023 9780128188477 £180.00

Macroinvertebrats Fluvials de Catalunya: Guia de Camp [River Macroinvertebrates of
Catalonia: Field Guide]
Víctor Osorio Álvarez(Author), Núria Bonada Caparrós(Author), M Ángeles Puig García(Author)
This is a volume of the Maluquer Collection dedicated to the scientific knowledge of
invertebrates. It collects the most important families that inhabit the Catalan rivers arranged in
110 entries, which include photographs for their correct...

187 pages | colour photos | Brau Edicions

Paperback #257524 2021 9788418096204 £29.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Ecology

Rivers
The Lifeblood of Australia
Ian Hoskins(Author), Don Watson(Foreword By)
Rivers have long run in the blood of Australians. Givers of life and subjects of anguish,
Australian rivers have shaped the nation from the moment the first Australians arrived tens of
thousands of years ago. Offering the vital ingredient for life,...

324 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | National Library of
Australia

Hardback #257551 2020 9780642279569 £54.99

The Secret Life of Corals
Sex, War and Rocks That Don't Roll
David E Vaughan(Author)
When we think of coral reefs we tend to think of beautiful rock-like structures teeming with
colourful fish and other marine life. But what exactly are the "corals" in the coral reef? What are
these creatures that start out very small and...

260 pages | J Ross Publishing Inc

Hardback #257856 Nov-2022 9781604271881 £31.99

Ancient Bones
Unearthing the Astonishing New Story of How We Became Human
Madelaine Böhme(Author), Rüdiger Braun(Author), Florian Breier(Author), Jane
Billinghurst(Translated by), David R Begun(Foreword By)
A leading paleontologist discovers the missing link in human evolution. Originally published in
2019 in German as Wie wir Menschen wurden: Eine kriminalistische Spurensuche nach den
Ursprüngen der Menschheit.Somewhere west of Munich, Madelaine...

345 pages | 8 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations | Greystone Books

Paperback #257843 Oct-2022 9781778400315 £13.99
Hardback #250091 2020 9781771647519 £19.99

A Hunter-Gatherer's Guide to the 21st Century
Evolution and the Challenges of Modern Life
Heather Heying(Author), Bret Weinstein(Author)
A bold, provocative history of our species finds the deep origins of society's success and failure
in our evolutionary history.We are living through the most prosperous age in all of human
history, yet people are more listless, divided and...

352 pages | Swift Press

Paperback #257841 Sep-2022 9781800750944 £10.99
Hardback #253987 2021 9781800750746 £19.99

A (Very) Short History of Life On Earth
4.6 Billion Years in 12 Chapters
Henry Gee(Author)
For billions of years, Earth was an inhospitably alien place – covered with churning seas,
slowly crafting its landscape by way of incessant volcanic eruptions, the atmosphere in a
constant state of chemical flux. And yet, despite facing...

336 pages | Picador

Paperback #257842 Sep-2022 9781529060584 £9.99
Hardback #254523 2021 9781529060560 £16.99

The Failures of Mathematical Anti-Evolutionism
Jason Rosenhouse(Author)
Anti-scientific misinformation has become a serious problem on many fronts, including
vaccinations and climate change. One of these fronts is the persistence of anti-evolutionism,
which has recently been given a superficially professional gloss in...

292 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257529 2022 9781108820448 £29.99
Hardback #257528 2022 9781108842303 £59.99

The Evolution of Animals (Poster + Booklet)
Manfred Grasshoff(Author)
This wall poster measuring 83 × 59 cm is accompanied by a 52-page booklet.The wall poster
The Evolution of Animals shows the change of body structure along on the main evolutionary
lines of the animal kingdom. It is thus fundamentally...

52 pages | 20 illustrations | Schweizerbart Science Publishers

Poster #257549 2021 9783510655328 £29.99

The Evolution of Everything
The Patterns and Causes of Big History
Brian Villmoare(Author)
Big History seeks to retell the human story in light of scientific advances by such methods as
radiocarbon dating and genetic analysis. This book provides a deep, causal view of the forces
that have shaped the universe, the earth, and humanity....

350 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257589 Sep-2022 9781108797320 £24.99
Hardback #257588 Sep-2022 9781108495653 £59.99

From Extraterrestrials to Animal Minds
Six Myths of Evolution
Simon Conway Morris(Author)
In this learned romp of science writing, Cambridge professor Simon Conway Morris cheerfully
challenges six assumptions – what he calls 'myths' – that too often pass as unquestioned
truths amongst the evolutionary orthodox.His...

272 pages | Templeton Foundation Press

Hardback #257639 2022 9781599475288 £33.99

Phylogenetic Comparative Methods in R
Liam J Revell(Author), Luke J Harmon(Author)
Phylogenetic comparative methods are a suite of statistical approaches that enable biologists
to analyze and better understand the evolutionary tree of life and shed vital new light on
patterns of divergence and common ancestry among all species on...

440 pages | 136 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #257767 Sep-2022 9780691219035 £39.99
Hardback #257766 Sep-2022 9780691219028 £128.00

Convergent Evolution
Animal Form and Function
Vincent L Bels(Editor), Anthony Patrick Russell(Editor)
Convergent Evolution: Animal Form and Function presents a series of case studies, at different
levels of inclusivity, of how organisms exhibit functional convergence as a key evolutionary
mechanism resulting in responses to similar environmental...

615 pages | 120 colour & 50 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257822 Dec-2022 9783031114403 £179.99
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Earth System Sciences

New Survey of Clare Island, Volume 8: Soils and Soil Associations
Wies Vullings(Editor), James F Collins(Editor), George Smillie(Editor)
In 1909-11 Robert Lloyd Praeger brought a team of 100 European specialists from different
scientific fields to map the flora, fauna, geology and archaeology of Clare Island, a small,
exposed Atlantic island off the west coast. The gathering led to...

164 pages | Royal Irish Academy

Paperback #257619 2013 9781908996077 £34.99

The Branches of Ecology
A 20th Century History
Frank N Egerton(Author)
Ecology grew from a minor science, in 1900, into a major discipline in the 20th century. This
book describes this development. A dramatic increase in ecological knowledge was
accompanied by the formation of ecological professional societies....

280 pages | 11 colour & 37 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #257667 Aug-2022 9780367357023 £89.99

Harbour Ecology
Environment and Development in Poole Harbour
John Humphreys and Alice E Hall
Poole Harbour in Dorset, southern England, is protected and recognised, both nationally and
internationally, for its ecological importance. However, it has also been classified as polluted
and 'eutrophic'. These twin designations –...

280 pages | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #257828 Sep-2022 9781784274030 £94.99

How the Mountains Grew
A New Geological History of North America
John Dvorak(Author)
From the acclaimed author of The Last Volcano and Earthquake Storms comes the incredible
story of the creation of a continet.For most of modern history, geologists could say little more
about why mountains grew than the obvious: There were forces...

304 pages | Pegasus Books

Paperback #257855 Sep-2022 9781639362158 £12.99
Hardback #250889 2022 9781643135748 £21.99

Groundwater Ecology and Evolution
Florian Malard(Editor), Christian Griebler(Editor), Sylvie Retaux(Editor)
Groundwater Ecology and Evolution, second edition covers the basic attributes of groundwater
ecosystems, the processes shaping patterns of species diversity, the evolutionary forces
driving the acquisition of subterranean biological traits, the way...

510 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #257382 Jan-2023 9780128191194 £91.95

The Atlas of a Changing Climate
Our Evolving Planet Visualized with More Than 100 Maps, Charts, and Infographics
Brian Buma(Author)
Climate change, shrinking wildlife habitats, rising sea levels, and vanishing species. These are
big, important ideas that deserve a proper exploration – just the type of revealing journey you
will experience in The Atlas of a Changing...

280 pages | colour illustrations | Timber Press

Hardback #257499 2021 9781604699944 £26.99

Sandstone Petrography, Petrology, and Modeling
Thomas R Taylor(Author), Robert H Lander(Author), Linda M Bonnell(Author)
This volume provides both an updated foundation in modern sandstone petrology and a
practical guide for the petrographic analysis of sandstones.Sandstones typically undergo
enormous changes in their mechanical and fluid-flow properties from...

364 pages | Society for Sedimentary Geology

Paperback #257564 2022 £265.00

Global Warming Science
A Quantitative Introduction to Climate Change and Its Consequences
Eli Tziperman(Author)
This textbook introduces undergraduates to the concepts and methods of global warming
science, covering topics that they encounter in the news, ranging from the greenhouse effect
and warming to ocean acidification, hurricanes, extreme precipitation,...

336 pages | Princeton University Press

Paperback #257608 2022 9780691228792 £39.99
Hardback #257607 2022 9780691228808 £116.00

Clean Politics, Clean Streams
A Legislative Autobiography and Reflections
Franklin L Kury(Author)
In this legislative autobiography, Franklin L. Kury tells the story about his election to the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives, and later the Senate, against the senior Republican in
the House and an entrenched patronage organization. The only...

292 pages | b/w photos | Lehigh University Press

Paperback #257621 2011 9781611461046 £26.99
Hardback #257620 2011 9781611460735 £88.99

Asian-Cajun Fusion
Shrimp from the Bay to the Bayou
Carl A Brasseaux(Author), Donald W Davis(Author), Rex H Caffey(Foreword By)
Shrimp is easily America's favourite seafood, but its very popularity is the wellspring of
problems that threaten the shrimp industry's existence. Asian-Cajun FusionShrimp from the
Bay to the Bayou provides an insightful analysis of this...

277 pages | University Press of Mississippi

Hardback #257674 2022 9781496838223 £29.95

The Anthropocene
101 Questions and Answers for Understanding Human Impact on the Global Environment
BL Turner II(Author)
The Anthropocene is an authoritative desk-top reference work for students of geography, the
environment and sustainability. Through a series of 101 interconnected questions and answers
spanning ten thematic sections, the book provides a comprehensive...

352 pages | colour illustrations | Agenda Publishing

Paperback #257759 Sep-2022 9781788215114 £29.99

Water
The Looming Crisis in India
Binayak Ray(Author)
Water: The Looming Crisis in India analyzes the key issues in developing national freshwater
policies for the mainland countries of the South Asian sub-continent. Ray suggests that
freshwater policy must cover all aspects of the physical environment...

276 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257763 2010 9780739126028 £37.99
Hardback #257762 2008 9780739126011 £87.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Water for Poor Women
Quest for an Alternative Paradigm
Sayeed Iftekhar Ahmed(Author)
The majority of the poor people in South and Southeast Asia do not have sufficient access to
safe potable water sources. Various studies demonstrate that poor women have less access
than poor men, especially in the developing world. Due to the...

158 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257814 2012 9780739175279 £77.99

The Petroleum Papers
Inside the Far-Right Conspiracy to Cover Up Climate Change
Geoff Dembicki(Author)
Drawing from hundreds of confidential oil industry documents spanning decades, this
explosive work of investigative reporting reveals for the first time the far-right conspiracy that's
stopped the world from preventing the climate crisis.In The...

256 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #257845 Oct-2022 9781771648912 £19.99

How to Tread Lightly on the Earth
Following a Low-Carbon, Low-Biodiversity Loss, Plastic-Free Lifestyle
Lucinda Ford(Author)
For many of us, concern for the planet and our footprint upon it is a part of everyday life. Our
news feeds are full of reports of climate disasters, plastic pollution in our oceans and a collapse
in worldwide biodiversity. We know ‘something...

112 pages | Fairlight Books

Paperback #257305 Jan-2023 9781912054114 £7.99

Limits and Beyond
50 Years on from The Limits to Growth, What Did We Learn and What's Next?
Ugo Bardi(Editor), Carlos Alvarez Pereira(Editor)
In 1972, a book changed the world. The Club of Rome commissioned a report that shifted how
we see what humans are doing to the planet. Looking back five decades later, what happened
next, what did we do and not do, what did we learn, and what happens...

304 pages | Exapt Press

Paperback #257493 2022 9781914549038 £19.99

Ecology, Artificial Intelligence, and Virtual Reality
Life in the Digital Dark Ages
Sing C Chew(Author)
We live in a digitalized world that is experiencing environmental changes, scarcity of natural
resources, global pandemics, mass migrations, and burgeoning global populations. In Ecology,
Artificial Intelligence, and Virtual Reality, Sing C. Chew...

118 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257516 2021 9781793641502 £64.99

Plastic Pollution and Marine Conservation
Approaches to Protect Biodiversity and Marine Life
Giuseppe Bonanno(Editor), Martina Orlando-Bonaca(Editor)
Plastic Pollution and Marine Conservation: Approaches to Protect Biodiversity and Marine Life
provides comprehensive knowledge on the consequences of plastic waste in marine
environments at different levels, ranging from ecological and biological, to...

346 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #257533 2022 9780128224717 £127.00

Livestock's Longer Shadow
Hope Lives in Kindness
Tim Bailey(Author), Alice Brough(Co-Author)
Most people have little idea how eating animal-based foods harms animals, our health and our
planet. We want to believe the animals we eat do not suffer pain, injury, live good lives and
eating them is a trade-off for the care we afford them. We...

386 pages | The Choir Press

Hardback #257535 2021 9781789632156 £31.99

For the Good of the World
Is Global Agreement on Global Challenges Possible?
AC Grayling(Author)
The three biggest challenges facing the world today, in A. C. Grayling's view, are climate
change, technology and justice. In his timely new book, he asks: can human beings agree on a
set of values that will allow us to confront the numerous...

240 pages | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #257537 2022 9780861542666 £16.99

Ecological Solidarity and the Kurdish Freedom Movement
Thought, Practice, Challenges, and Opportunities
Stephen E Hunt(Editor), John P Clark(Foreword By)
Ecological Solidarity and the Kurdish Freedom Movement: Thought, Practice, Challenges, and
Opportunities is a pioneering text that examines the ideas about social ecology and
communalism behind the evolving political structures in the Kurdish region....

398 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257544 2021 9781793633842 £95.99

The Economic Superorganism
Beyond the Competing Narratives on Energy, Growth, and Policy
Carey W King(Author)
Energy drives the economy, economics informs policy, and policy affects social outcomes.
Since the oil crises of the 1970s, pundits have debated the validity of this sequence, but most
economists and politicians still ignore it. Thus, they delude the...

466 pages | 25 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257550 2020 9783030502942 £22.99

Sustainable Engineering for Life Tomorrow
Jacqueline A Stagner(Editor), David SK Ting(Editor)
Sustainable Engineering for Life Tomorrow examines the future of sustainable engineering and
architecture. The contributors' analyses of sustainable solutions, such as wind and solar
power, offer valuable insights for future policy-making,...

248 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257563 2021 9781793625014 £80.99
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Environmental Activism, Social Media, and Protest in China
Becoming Activists over Wild Public Networks
Elizabeth Brunner(Author)
Environmental Activism, Social Media, and Protest in China: Becoming Activists over Wild
Public Networks builds upon existing social movement scholarship in communication studies,
China studies, and sociology by analyzing China’s vibrant...

200 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257569 2019 9781793606129 £76.99

Once Upon a Time We Ate Animals
The Future of Food
Roanne van Voorst(Author), Scott Emblen-Jarrett(Translated by)
Combining the ethical clarity of Jonathan Safran Foer's Eating Animals with the disquieting
vision of Alan Weissman's bestseller The World Without Us, a thought-provoking, entertaining
exploration of a future where animal consumption is a...

288 pages | HarperOne

Hardback #257582 2022 9780063005884 £18.99

Computing Our Way to Paradise?
The Role of Internet and Communication Technologies in Sustainable Consumption and
Globalization
Robert Rattle(Author)
Rattle's new book challenges key assumptions concerning the role of Internet and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) in globalization processes. The author argues that while
globalization is predicated upon a strong, extensive, and interconnected...

246 pages | AltaMira Press

Hardback #257585 2010 9780759109483 £99.99

International Conservation Law
The Protection of Plants in Theory and Practice
Rob Amos(Author)
Through a combination of theoretical and empirical approaches, this book explores the role of
international environmental law in protecting and conserving plants.Underpinning every
ecosystem on the planet, plants provide the most basic requirements:...

302 pages | Routledge

Paperback #257593 2021 9780367493554 £36.99
Hardback #257592 2020 9780367256968 £120.00

Cows, Kin, and Globalization
An Ethnography of Sustainability
Susan Alexandra Crate(Author)
Crate presents the first cultural-ecological study of a Siberian people: the Viliui Sakha,
contemporary horse and cattle agropastoralists in northeastern Siberia. The author links the
local and global economic forces and provides an intimate view of...

304 pages | AltaMira Press

Paperback #257594 2006 9780759107403 £39.99

Capitalizing on Environmental Injustice
The Polluter-Industrial Complex in the Age of Globalization
Daniel Faber(Author)
Capitalizing on Environmental Injustice provides a comprehensive overview of the
achievements and challenges confronting the environmental justice movement. Pressured by
increased international competition and the demand for higher profits,...

272 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257601 2008 9780742533929 £35.99
Hardback #257600 2008 9780742533912 £83.99

Caribou and Conoco
Rethinking Environmental Politics in Alaska's ANWR and Beyond
Robert J McMonagle(Author)
Step by step, this book shatters the myth that important environmental energy debates in the
United States have been driven by forces too complex for the average American to
comprehend. Although made up of a number of contributions, Robert...

248 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257610 2009 9780739119624 £38.99
Hardback #257609 2008 9780739119617 £77.99

Ecological Vulnerability
The Law and Governance of Human–Wildlife Relationships
Katie Woolaston(Author)
Humans are responsible for biodiversity loss in many related and sometimes conflicting ways.
Human-wildlife conflict, commonly defined as any negative interaction between people and
wildlife, is a primary contributor to wildlife extinction and a...

224 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257625 2022 9781316511992 £84.99

Empowering Climate-Change Strategies with Bernard Lonergan's Method
John Raymaker(Author), Ijaz Durrani(Co-Author)
This book addresses the climate change crisis through scientific, historical, and spiritual
lenses. Using Bernard Lonergan's functional specialization method, developed to facilitate
collaboration among specialists, Raymaker and Durrani not only...

176 pages | University Press of America

Paperback #257656 2016 9780761866183 £29.99
Hardback #257655 2014 9780761865124 £58.99

Negative Ecologies
Fossil Fuels and the Discovery of the Environment
David Bond(Author)
So much of what we know of clean water, clean air, and now a stable climate rests on how
fossil fuels first disrupted them. Negative Ecologies is a bold reappraisal of the outsized role
fossil fuels have played in making the environment visible,...

262 pages | 13 b/w photos | University of California Press

Paperback #257661 Sep-2022 9780520386785 £23.99
Hardback #257660 Sep-2022 9780520386778 £65.99

Energy, the Environment, and Public Opinion
Eric RAN Smith(Author)
The citizens of the United States generally oppose new energy developments, yet the public
does not want to go without cheap, plentiful energy. This book explores the intricate
relationship between public opinion and energy issues. Using the state of...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257663 2001 9780742510265 £44.99

Future on Fire
Capitalism and the Politics of Climate Change
David Camfield(Author), Dharma Noor(Foreword By)
Climate change is already affecting millions of people. Governments talk about taking action to
limit global heating to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, but the greenhouse gas
emissions allowed by their policies have the Earth on track...

128 pages | PM Press

Paperback #257665 Jul-2022 9781629639376 £13.99
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Fifty Years at the US Environmental Protection Agency
Progress, Retrenchment, and Opportunities
A James Barnes(Editor), John D Graham(Editor), David M Konisky(Editor)
In conjunction with the 50th anniversary of the creation of the Environmental Protection
Agency, this book brings together leading scholars and EPA veterans to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the agency's key decisions and actions in the...

670 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #257677 2021 9781538147146 £57.99

Shoulder to Shoulder
Working Together for a Sustainable Future
Evelyn Searle Hess(Author)
Our current moment is filled with despair about climate crises and the possibility of coming to
any kind of agreement that might change the dire outcomes. In this important antidote to the
paralysis of hopelessness, Shoulder to Shoulder offers hope...

252 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #257697 2021 9781538144398 £27.99

Divide
The Relationship Crisis between Town and Country
Anna Jones(Author)
Divide is a call to action. It warns that unless we learn to accept and respect our social, cultural
and political differences as town and country people, we are never going to solve the chronic
problems in our food system and environment.As we stare...

288 pages | Kyle Books

Hardback #257703 2022 9780857839725 £16.99

Sustainable Development in Crisis Conditions
Challenges of War, Terrorism, and Civil Disorder
Phillip J Cooper(Author), Claudia María Vargas(Author)
In the midst of a great crisis, it is difficult to contemplate the future. In recent decades,
determining what kind of future to imagine has been an ongoing challenge for millions of
people around the world who have been subjected to war, terrorism,...

304 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257705 2007 9780742531338 £45.99

Climate Change Is Racist
Race, Privilege and the Struggle for Climate Justice
Jeremy Williams(Author), Shola Mos-Shogbamimu(Foreword By)
When we talk about racism, we often mean personal prejudice or institutional biases. Climate
change doesn't work that way. It is structurally racist, disproportionately caused by majority
White people in majority White countries, with the damage...

208 pages | Icon Books

Paperback #257707 2021 9781785787751 £8.99

The Ethics of Waste
How We Relate to Rubbish
Gay Hawkins(Author)
We spend a good amount of time in our lives managing waste: washing ourselves, taking out
the trash, sorting recyclables, going to the toilet, deleting e-mail, picking out old clothes to give
to charity, filling the compost bin, multitasking to save...

156 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257712 2005 9780742530133 £32.99
Hardback #257711 2005 9780742530126 £97.99

Saving the Planet Without the Bullshit
What They Don’t Tell You About the Climate Crisis
Assaad Razzouk(Author)
Have you heard that you should go vegan to save the planet? Or carbon offset your flight to
mitigate its effects? Or invest in an ethical pension plan? What if you were told that such
actions make little difference at all?In Saving the Planet Without...

304 pages | Atlantic Books

Hardback #257718 Sep-2022 9781838954628 £19.99

The Greenhouse
A Welfare Assessment and Some Morals
Christoph Lumer(Author)
The anthropogenous greenhouse effect is in danger of becoming the biggest environmental
problem of this century, with enormous negative consequences for mankind. In particular, it
threatens to kill hundreds of millions of people. Unfortunately, the...

128 pages | University Press of America

Paperback #257719 2002 9780761821946 £48.99

Minding the Climate
How Neuroscience Can Help Solve Our Environmental Crisis
Ann-Christine Duhaime(Author)
A neurosurgeon explores how our tendency to prioritize short-term consumer pleasures spurs
climate change, but also how the brain's amazing capacity for flexibility can – and likely will –
enable us to prioritize the long-term...

336 pages | 4 illustrations | Harvard University Press

Hardback #257754 Oct-2022 9780674247727 £28.95

Toward a Culture of Nature
Environmental Policy and Sustainable Development in Cuba
Pamela Stricker(Author)
Toward a Culture of Nature is a comprehensive study of Cuba's environmental policy,
specifically the response of the Cuban government to the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
subsequent shortage of petroleum products. Pamela Stricker analyzes...

176 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257764 2007 9780739120231 £83.99

Global Climate Change
A Senior-Level Debate at the Intersection of Economics, Strategy, Technology, Science,
Politics, and International Negotiation
Andrew J Hoffman(Editor)
Based on the 1997 conference organized by the Kellog Environmental Research Center and
sponsored by the Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University, Global
Climate Change presents the views of key players in the debate over global...

272 pages | Jason Aronson

Paperback #257786 1997 9780787941031 £37.99

The Environmental Crisis and Art
Thoughtlessness, Responsibility, and Imagination
Eva Maria Räpple(Author)
Climate change is a defining issue of our time for which the immediate, as well as potential
future scope, causes enormous impediments to human understanding and comprehension. It
is argued here that humans ought to make wise use of their capacity of...

150 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257794 2022 9781498528467 £30.99
Hardback #257793 2019 9781498528443 £72.99
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History & Other Humanities

Renewing Destruction
Wind Energy Development, Conflict and Resistance in a Latin American Context
Alexander Dunlap(Author)
Renewing Destruction examines how wind energy projects impact people and their
environments. Wind energy development, in Mexico and most countries, fall into a 'roll out'
neoliberal strategy that is justified by climate change mitigation...

244 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257824 2019 9781786610669 £34.99
Hardback #257823 2019 9781786610652 £102.00

The Case for Grassroots Collaboration
Social Capital and Ecosystem Restoration at the Local Level
John Charles Morris(Author), William Allen Gibson(Author), William Marshall Leavitt(Author),
Shana Campbell Jones(Author)
The US's approach to managing environmental policy and protecting natural resources has
shifted from the national government's top-down, command and control, regulatory approach,
used almost exclusively in the 1970s, to collaborative,...

284 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257833 2015 9781498515337 £38.99
Hardback #257832 2013 9780739176962 £97.99

Species of Contagion
Animal-to-Human Transplantation in the Age of Emerging Infectious Disease
Ray G Carr(Author)
Species of Contagion examines the political and social implications of xenotransplantation for
bodies, nations, and species. Scientists are demonstrating a renewed interest in developing
transplants for humans with tissues from pigs, with the aid of...

221 pages | Palgrave

Hardback #257835 2022 9789811682889 £79.99

The World We Create
A Message of Hope for a Planet in Peril
Frances Beinecke(Author), Bob Deans(Co-Author), Sigourney Weaver(Foreword By)
Since the dawn of the modern environmental movement, Frances Beinecke has been on its
front lines, leading the charge for clean air, fresh water, healthy wildlife and fertile lands. As she
prepares to retire as president of the Natural Resources...

176 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #257837 2014 9781442236370 £18.99

Critical Government Documents on the Environment
Don Philpott(Author)
Although the earth has been around for millions of years, humans have only been seriously
interested in protecting and preserving the environment for less than 200 years and the terms
conservationism and environmentalism are little more than 100...

382 pages | Bernan Press

Hardback #257852 2015 9781598887471 £50.99

When Trucks Stop Running
Energy and the Future of Transportation
Alice J Friedemann(Author)
In lively and engaging language, this book describes our dependence on freight transport and
its vulnerability to diminishing supplies and high prices of oil. Ships, trucks, and trains are the
backbone of civilisation, hauling the goods that fulfil...

132 pages | 14 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #257853 2015 9783319263731 £54.99

Energy Revolutions
A History
Brian C Black(Author)
The stages of human history can be defined by our ability to harness the energy that exists
around us. With each 'energy revolution' from the discovery of fire to nuclear fission, increases
in the intensity of our energy use have made...

252 pages | Polity

Hardback #257480 Dec-2022 9781509529582 £24.99

Eco Culture
Disaster, Narrative, Discourse
Robert Bell(Editor), Robert Ficociello(Editor), Patrick Murphy(Foreword By)
The edited collection, Eco Culture: Disaster, Narrative, Discourse, opens a conversation about
the mediated relationship between culture and ecology. The dynamic between these two great
forces comes into stark relief when a disaster – in its...

278 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257486 2017 9781498534765 £88.99

Ishimure Michiko's Writing in Ecocritical Perspective
Between Sea and Sky
Ishimure Michiko(Author), Bruce Allen(Editor), Yuki Masami(Editor)
This collection of ecocritical essays is focused on the work of Japan's foremost writer on
environment and culture, Ishimure Michiko. Ishimure is known for her pioneering trilogy that
exposed the Minamata Disease incident and the nature of modern...

214 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257497 2015 9780739194225 £83.99

Urban Ecologies
City Space, Material Agency, and Environmental Politics in Contemporary Culture
Christopher Schliephake(Author)
The term "urban ecology" has become a buzzword in various disciplines, including the social
and natural sciences as well as urban planning and architecture. The environmental
humanities have been slow to adapt to current theoretical...

268 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257503 2017 9780739195772 £41.99
Hardback #257502 2014 9780739195758 £91.99

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Robert Monroe(Author)
At the beginning of the 20th century, the term oceanography was merely a few decades old,
and few investigations of the oceans, which cover nearly three-fourths of the planet's surface,
had taken place. This is the story of an institution that...

130 pages | Arcadia Publishing

Paperback #257505 2021 9781467106412 £24.99
Hardback #257504 2021 9781540247803 £27.99
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Mapping Gendered Ecologies
Engaging with and beyond Ecowomanism and Ecofeminism
K Melchor Quick Hall(Editor), Gwyn Kirk(Editor)
This collection of women's racialized and gendered mappings of place, people, and nature
includes the stories of teachers, organizers, activists, farmers, healers, and gardeners. From
their many entry points, the contributors to this work engage...

270 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257510 2021 9781793639462 £80.99

In the Name of the Goddess
A Biophilic Ethic
Donna Giancola(Author)
In the Name of the Goddess: A Biophilic Ethic explores a dynamic, holistic ethic of
interconnections, ecological sustainability, and eco-justice through goddess worship and eco-
feminism. Donna Giancola proposes principles to establish social harmony...

134 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257539 2021 9781793601544 £68.99

Embodied Memories, Embedded Healing
New Ecological Perspectives from East Asia
Xinmin Liu(Editor), Peter I-min Huang(Editor)
Embodied Memories, Embedded Healing critically engages with the major East Asian cultural
knowledge, beliefs, and practices that influence environmental consciousness in the twenty-
first century. This volume examines key thinkers and aspects of...

300 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257548 2021 9781793647597 £84.99

Environment, Social Justice, and the Media in the Age of the Anthropocene
Elizabeth G Dobbins(Editor), Maria Lucia Piga(Editor), Luigi Manca(Editor)
Environment, Social Justice, and the Media in the Age of Anthropocene addresses three
imminent challenges to human society in the age of the Anthropocene. The first challenge
involves the survival of the species; the second the breakdown of social...

434 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257553 2022 9781793607621 £35.99
Hardback #257552 2020 9781793607607 £105.00

Global Perspectives on Eco-Aesthetics and Eco-Ethics
A Green Critique
Krishanu Maiti(Editor), Soumyadeep Chakraborty(Editor), Scott Slovic(Foreword By)
Global Perspectives on Eco-Aesthetics and Eco-Ethics: A Green Critique focuses on the
interface of the Anthropocene, sustainability, ecological aesthetics, multispecies relationality,
and the environment as reflected in literature and culture. This...

288 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257558 2019 9781498598224 £80.99

The Need for Critical Thinking and the Scientific Method
Finlay MacRitchie(Author)
The book exposes many of the misunderstandings about the scientific method and its
application to critical thinking. It argues for a better understanding of the scientific method and
for nurturing critical thinking in the community. This knowledge...

152 pages | CRC Press

Paperback #257599 2018 9780815367758 £39.99
Hardback #257598 2018 9780815368151 £125.00

Case Studies in Environmental Ethics
Patrick G Derr(Author), Edward M McNamara(Author)
Case Studies in Environmental Ethics is a collection of more than 40 case studies covering
diverse topics such as: genetic engineering, aesthetics, pollution, animal rights, population,
and resource management. It is intended as a supplemental book...

296 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257617 2003 9780742531376 £39.99
Hardback #257616 2003 9780742531369 £117.00

Knowing Manchuria
Environments, the Senses, and Natural Knowledge on an Asian Borderland
Ruth Rogaski(Author)
According to Chinese government reports, hundreds of plague-infected rodents fell from the
skies over Gannan county on an April night in 1952. Chinese scientists determined that these
flying voles were not native to the region, but were vectors of...

440 pages | 12 colour & 21 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #257640 Aug-2022 9780226809656 £35.99

Biotic Borders
Transpacific Plant and Insect Migration and the Rise of Anti-Asian Racism in America, 1890–
1950
Jeannie N Shinozuka(Author)
In the late nineteenth century, increasing traffic of transpacific plants, insects, and peoples
raised fears of a "biological yellow peril" when nursery stock and other agricultural products
shipped from Japan to meet the growing demand for...

296 pages | 17 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #257642 2022 9780226817330 £23.99
Hardback #257641 2022 9780226817293 £75.99

Crossing the Boundaries of Life
Günter Blobel and the Origins of Molecular Cell Biology
Karl S Matlin(Author)
The difficulty of reconciling chemical mechanisms with the functions of whole living systems
has plagued biologists since the development of cell theory in the nineteenth century. As Karl
S. Matlin argues in Crossing the Boundaries of Life, it is no...

368 pages | 38 b/w photos, 2 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago
Press

Paperback #257644 2022 9780226819341 £27.99
Hardback #257643 2022 9780226819235 £83.99

Culture and Waste
The Creation and Destruction of Value
Gay Hawkins(Editor), Stephen Muecke(Editor)
Waste is a key category for understanding cultural value. It is not just the 'bad stuff' we dispose
of; it is material we constantly struggle to redeem. Cultures seem to spend as much energy
reclassifying negativity as they do on establishing...

144 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257646 2003 9780742519824 £35.99
Hardback #257645 2003 9780742519817 £101.00

Earthcare
An Anthology in Environmental Ethics
David W Clowney(Editor), Patricia Mosto(Editor)
This anthology, designed for use in undergraduate courses in environmental ethics, includes
new and classic readings by leading writers in the field, full-length case studies, and many
short discussion cases. Introductions and discussion questions...

736 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257648 2009 9780742560475 £74.99
Hardback #257647 2009 9780742560468 £108.00
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Environment, Ethics, and Behavior
The Psychology of Environmental Valuation and Degradation
Max H Bazerman(Editor), David M Messick(Editor), Ann E Tenbrunzel(Editor), Kimberly A
Wade-Benzoni(Editor)
Although much has been written on the subject of environmental impact, little attention has
been given to the psychology behind decisions that affect the environment. Environment,
Ethics, and Behavior demonstrates how understanding the psychological...

416 pages | Jossey-Bass

Paperback #257672 1998 9780787908188 £43.99
Hardback #257671 1998 9780787908096 £89.99

The Ideal River
How Control of Nature Shaped the International Order
Joanne Yao(Author)
Environmental politics has traditionally been a peripheral concern for international relations (IR)
theory, but increasing alarm over global environmental challenges has elevated international
society's relationship with the natural world into...

264 pages | Manchester University Press

Hardback #257673 2022 9781526154385 £79.99

Performance on Behalf of the Environment
Richard D Besel(Editor), Jnan A Blau(Editor)
Human degradation of the environment has been documented by scholars across a range of
disciplines: the global temperature of the planet continues to rise, abandoned industrial sites
stain once vibrant communities, and questions about the purity of...

288 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257682 2013 9780739174982 £91.99

The Saving Grace of America's Green Jeremiad
John Gatta(Author)
American nature writing characteristically embodies an appreciative, lyrical evocation of the
natural world. But often, too, green-disposed authors have been moved to dramatize diverse,
anthropogenic perils to environmental health. John Gatta freshly...

160 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257730 2022 9781793624055 £72.99

New Lives of the Saints
Twelve Environmental Apostles
Rod Giblett(Author)
Presented here for the first time and for meditation and emulation are the words and work of
many environmental apostles. The words and work of each apostle are designed to delight and
inspire the reader to begin or continue to lead a life of...

198 pages | Hamilton Books

Paperback #257737 2019 9780761871248 £31.99

Natural Disasters, Cultural Responses
Case Studies toward a Global Environmental History
Christof Mauch(Editor), Christian Pfister(Editor)
Catastrophes, it seems, are becoming more frequent in the twenty-first century. According to
UN statistics, every year approximately two hundred million people are directly affected by
natural disasters – seven times the number of people who...

394 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257749 2009 9780739124161 £46.99
Hardback #257748 2009 9780739124154 £112.00

Darwin's Love of Life
A Singular Case of Biophilia
Kay Harel(Author)
Biophilia – the love of life – encompasses the drive to survive, a sense of kinship with all life
forms, and an instinct for beauty. In this unconventional book, Kay Harel uses biophilia as a
lens to explore Charles Darwin's life and...

192 pages | Columbia University Press

Hardback #257765 Oct-2022 9780231208086 £19.99

Trees in Literatures and the Arts
HumanArboreal Perspectives in the Anthropocene
Carmen Concilio(Editor), Daniela Fargione(Editor)
Embracing the intersectional methodological outlook of the environmental humanities, the
contributors to this edited collection explore the entanglements of cultures, ecologies, and
socio-ethical issues in the roles of trees and their relationships...

312 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257769 2021 9781793622792 £84.99

The Mirror and the Mind
A History of Self-Recognition in the Human Sciences
Katja Guenther(Author)
Since the late eighteenth century, scientists have placed subjects – humans, infants, animals,
and robots – in front of mirrors in order to look for signs of self-recognition. Mirrors served as
the possible means for answering the...

312 pages | 6 colour & 37 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #257784 Jan-2023 9780691237251 £29.99

Reparative Environmental Justice in a World of Wounds
Ben Almassi(Author)
"One of the penalties of an ecological education," wrote Aldo Leopold," is that one lives alone in
a world of wounds." Ideally, we would not do each other or the rest of our biotic community
wrong, but we have, and still do. We...

186 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257799 2022 9781498592086 £30.99
Hardback #257798 2020 9781498592062 £76.99

What We Owe the Future
A Million-Year View
William MacAskill(Author)
Humanity is in its infancy. Our future could last for millions of years – or it could end tomorrow.
Astonishing numbers of people could lead lives of great happiness or unimaginable suffering,
or never live at all, depending on what we choose...

352 pages | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #257816 Sep-2022 9780861542505 £19.99

Empty Cages
Facing the Challenge of Animal Rights
Tom Regan(Author), Jeffrey Moussaief Masson(Foreword By)
Described by Jeffrey Masson as 'the single best introduction to animal rights ever written,' this
book by Tom Regan will structure the animal rights debate for generations to come. In a style at
once simple and elegant, Regan dispels the...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257848 2005 9780742549937 £22.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Faiths in Green
Religion, Environmental Change, and Environmental Concern in the United States
Lukas Szrot(Author)
Faiths in Green addresses the complex and fraught relationship between religious identity and
environmental concern in the United States, particularly how that relationship has changed
over time. Examining the effects of religious upbringing,...

150 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257859 2021 9781793630124 £68.99

Gratitude for the Wild
Christian Ethics in the Wilderness
Nathaniel Van Yperen(Author)
Since the passage of the Wilderness Act of 1964, a hotly contested debate over the value of
wilderness reveals cultural anxieties about an American society that has spurned limits.
Gratitude for the Wild explores how the wild known in wilderness...

130 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257869 2019 9781498561129 £71.99

Animal Ethics in the Wild
Wild Animal Suffering and Intervention in Nature
Catia Faria(Author)
Animals, like humans, suffer and die from natural causes. This is particularly true of animals
living in the wild, given their high exposure to, and low capacity to cope with, harmful natural
processes. Most wild animals likely have short lives, full...

200 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257874 Dec-2022 9781009100632 £74.99

Many Heavens, One Earth
Readings on Religion and the Environment
Clifford Chalmers Cain(Editor)
Many Heavens, One Earth is a collection of first-person voices from nine of the world religions.
In fifteen articles, devotees and scholars reveal the contributions these traditions make to
informing and motivating an ecological response to the...

202 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257876 2013 9780739184387 £39.99
Hardback #257875 2012 9780739172957 £37.99

Rooted and Rising
Voices of Courage in a Time of Climate Crisis
Leah D Schade(Editor), Margaret Bullitt-Jonas(Editor), Mary Evelyn Tucker(Foreword By), Bill
McKibben(Introduction By)
Rooted & Rising is for everyone who worries about the climate crisis and seeks spiritual
practices and perspectives to renew their capacity for compassionate, purposeful, and joyful
action.Leah Schade and Margaret Bullitt-Jonas gather twenty-one...

242 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257882 2019 9781538127766 £25.99
Hardback #257881 2019 9781538127759 £54.99

Gender and Sexuality in Critical Animal Studies
Amber E George(Editor)
Gender and Sexuality in Critical Animal Studies explores nonhuman animals' experiences of
gender, physiological sex, and sexuality while in nature and captivity. The contributors analyze
nonhuman oppression issues such as reproductive freedom,...

236 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257953 2021 9781793624352 £76.99

Animal Physiology (International Edition)
Richard W Hill(Author), Daniel J Cavanaugh(Author), Margaret Anderson(Author)
Comprehensive, contemporary, and engaging, Animal Physiology provides evolutionary and
ecological context to help students make connections across all levels of physiological scale.
One of the major challenges instructors and students face in Animal...

906 pages | colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations, colour tables |
Sinauer Associates

Paperback #257820 Jul-2022 9780197553602 £132.99
Paperback #240903 2017 9781605357379 £49.99

Invertebrates
Richard C Brusca(Author), Gonzalo Giribet(Author), Wendy Moore(Author)
Invertebrates is a complete, trusted, and engaging textbook whose comprehensive coverage
makes it an invaluable resource for both undergraduate and graduate courses and professional
researchers. The 3rd edition has been widely praised for its...

1104 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Oxford
University Press

Paperback #257868 Oct-2022 9780197554418 £128.99

Philosophy of Developmental Biology
Marcel Weber(Author)
The history of developmental biology is interwoven with debates as to whether mechanistic
explanations of development are possible or whether alternative explanatory principles or even
vital forces need to be assumed. In particular, the demonstrated...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257542 2022 9781108949354 £14.99
Hardback #257541 2022 9781009184151 £39.99

Sweet in Tooth and Claw
Stories of Generosity and Cooperation in Nature
Kristin Ohlson(Author)
Ever since Darwin, science has enshrined competition as biology's brutal architect. But this
revelatory new book argues that our narrow view of evolution has caused us to ignore the
generosity and cooperation that exist around us, from the soil...

304 pages | Scribe Publications

Hardback #257566 Sep-2022 9781911617341 £16.99

Can Microbial Communities Regenerate?
Uniting Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
S Andrew Inkpen(Author), W Ford Doolittle(Author)
By investigating a simple question, a philosopher of science and a molecular biologist offer an
accessible understanding of microbial communities and a motivating theory for future research
in community ecology.Microorganisms, such as bacteria, are...

136 pages | 10 b/w illustrations, 3 tables | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #257650 Jul-2022 9780226820347 £15.99
Hardback #257649 Jul-2022 9780226820637 £75.99

Dancing Cockatoos and the Dead Man Test
How Behavior Evolves and Why It Matters
Marlene Zuk(Author)
A lively exploration of animal behaviour in all its glorious complexity, whether in tiny wasps,
lumbering elephants, or ourselves.For centuries, people have been returning to the same tired
nature-versus-nurture debate, trying to determine what we...

352 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #257728 Sep-2022 9781324007227 £19.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

The Sounds of Life
How Digital Technology Is Bringing Us Closer to the Worlds of Animals and Plants
Karen Bakker(Author)
The natural world teems with remarkable conversations, many beyond human hearing range.
Scientists are using groundbreaking digital technologies to uncover these astonishing sounds,
revealing vibrant communication among our fellow creatures across...

368 pages | 2 tables | Princeton University Press

Hardback #257787 Oct-2022 9780691206288 £24.99

Microbial Life History
The Fundamental Forces of Biological Design
Steven A Frank(Author)
Design and diversity are the two great challenges in the study of life. Microbial Life History
draws on the latest advances in microbiology to describe the fundamental forces of biological
design and apply these evolutionary processes to a broad...

400 pages | 55 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #257790 Sep-2022 9780691231198 £34.99
Hardback #257789 Sep-2022 9780691231204 £97.99

The Body Illustrated
A Guide for Occupants
Bill Bryson(Author)
'We spend our whole lives in one body and yet most of us have practically no idea how it works
and what goes on inside it. The idea of the book is simply to try to understand the extraordinary
contraption that is us.'Bill Bryson sets off to...

560 pages | colour illustrations | Doubleday

Hardback #257815 Oct-2022 9780857527691 £29.99

Extinct: Tyrannosaurus Rex
Ben Garrod(Author), Gabriel Ugueto(Illustrator)
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view
of evolution's superstars, the most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our
planet. Whether you're 9 or 90, his unique...

128 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Zephyr

Paperback #257635 Jan-2023 9781838935399 £10.99
Hardback #253553 2021 9781838935382 £14.99

Fossil Decapod Crustacea in the Historical Collections
Sylvain Charbonnier(Author), Alessandro Garassino(Author)
The present volume is dedicated to extinct crustaceans housed in the oldest palaeontological
collections of the Muséum national d'Histoire Naturelle (MNHN) in Paris (France). These
specimens were all collected between 1750 and 1880, a...

292 pages | 742 colour photos and colour illustrations | Muséum National
d'Histoire Naturelle

Hardback #257531 2022 9782856539743 £59.99

La Diversification des Échinodermes au Paléozoïque Inférieur: L'Apport des Gisements
à Préservation Exceptionelle [The Diversification of Echinoderms in the Lower
Paleozoic: The Contribution of Deposits with Exceptional Preservation]
Bertrand Lefebvre(Author)
Discovered at the very beginning of the 2000s, the exceptionally preserved deposits
(Lagerstätten) of the Fezouata Formation in the central Anti-Atlas of Morocco have profoundly
upset evolutionary scenarios. In these Lower Ordovician sites, the...

340 pages | 104 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | Dedale
Editions

Paperback #257532 2022 £59.99

The Monster's Bones
The Discovery of T. rex and How It Shook Our World
David K Randall(Author)
A gripping narrative of a fearless palaeontologist, the founding of America's most loved
museums, and the race to find the largest dinosaurs on record.In the dust of the Gilded Age
Bone Wars, two vastly different men emerge with a mission to fill...

288 pages | WW Norton

Hardback #257568 2022 9781324006534 £28.99

Ancient Sea Reptiles
Plesiosaurs, Ichthyosaurs, Mosasaurs and More
Darren Naish(Author)
Since the early 1800s, when Mary Anning discovered spectacular marine reptile skeletons on
Dorset's 'Jurassic Coast', these enormous, strange and often ferocious underwater creatures
have enthralled the public imagination. Expert...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | London Natural History
Museum

Hardback #257637 Mar-2023 9780565095345 £19.99

A History of Dinosaurs in 50 Fossils
Paul M Barrett(Author)
This is the story of the dinosaurs, uniquely retold through 50 of the most significant findings
from the fossil record. Each entry is illustrated with special photography of original specimens
that illustrate both the history of dinosaur discovery...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | London Natural History
Museum

Hardback #257638 Sep-2022 9780565095338 £17.99

The Ice Age
Jürgen Ehlers(Author)
Nothing new from the Ice Age? Far from it! Barely ten years have passed since the first edition
of Das Eiszeitalter was published, but in that time researchers around the world have
developed new methods and published their findings in scientific...

370 pages | 343 colour & 26 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #257678 Nov-2022 9783662645895 £34.99

The Princeton Field Guide to Mesozoic Sea Reptiles
Gregory S Paul(Author)
New discoveries are revealing that many ancient ocean-going reptiles were energetic animals
capable of inhabiting an array of watery habitats and climates, including polar winters. The
Princeton Field Guide to Mesozoic Sea Reptiles provides the most...

208 pages | 59 colour & 84 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #257772 Oct-2022 9780691193809 £27.99
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Synopsis Fungorum, Volume 37: Poroid Fungi of Europe
Leif Ryvarden(Author), Ireneia Melo(Author), Tuomo Niemelä(Illustrator)
The third edition is essentially identical to the second edition, except for corrections of printing
errors and two new picture captions.The second edition of Poroid Fungi of Europe follows the
style and format of the previous edition (which was...

431 pages | 255 colour photos, 117 b/w line drawings | Fungiflora A/S

Hardback #257838 2022 9788290724547 £89.99

Field Guide to Wood Decay Fungi on Florida Trees
A Handy Aid to Arborists in the Southeast US
Jason Smith(Author)
This book is specifically designed to help those who diagnose diseases of trees to determine if
the specific fungal disease found is known to lead to failures of limbs or trunks. Falling limbs
and trunks can lead to injury of people or property, or...

138 pages | illustrations | Ebookit

Paperback #257501 2021 9781456638092 £24.95

Freshwater Mycology
Perspectives of Fungal Dynamics in Freshwater Ecosystems
Suhaib A Bandh(Editor), Sana Shafi(Editor)
Freshwater Mycology: Perspectives of Fungal Dynamics in Freshwater Ecosystems presents
chapters from expert contributors around the world. Through the contributed chapters, the
contributors explore the perspectives of fungal dynamics in freshwater...

320 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #257681 2022 9780323912327 £115.00

The Magic of Mushrooms
Fungi in Folklore, Superstition and Traditional Medicine
Sandra Lawrence(Author)
Explore the wonderful world of some of the most incredible natural forms on our planet –
fungi.At the centre of countless superstitions, folkloric tales and magical beliefs, as well as
appearing in recipes and medicines both traditional and...

208 pages | 200 colour illustrations | Welbeck Publishing Group

Hardback #257839 Aug-2022 9781787399068 £14.99
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